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IMPORTANT WARNING
This document is created by Product Protocol OÜ for the sole purpose of informing the targeted
recipient (hereinafter ‘Recipient’). The information contained in this document is strictly confidential and is meant to be used only by an organization or an individual who is the recipient.
This document and the information contained within it cannot be disseminated or reproduced
by any recipient for any reason without a prior written consent of Product Protocol OÜ. Under
no circumstances the existence of this document must be disclosed, its contents must not be
discussed with any third party and it must not be used for any other purposes. This document is
not an offer or an invitation to invest or purchase a partner share in Product Protocol OÜ (‘Share’
or ‘Investment’).
Information contained in this document has not been verified. Any person mentioned in this
document is not making or offering any assurances, guarantees, compensation for losses or commitments in regards to credibility, accuracy or completeness of this document; is not responsible
for information, references and opinions made or implied in this document, nor any omissions;
is not responsible for any loss or damages in any way related to this document or a consequence
of any reference to this document.
Data and opinions contained in this document are for information purposes only and do not
capture the full picture or claim to be investment advice. This document is not a part of any offer
of issuance or sale, subscription or purchase of any investments; further, this document or its
publication is not a basis of any contract.
This document is not intended as an offer or request to purchase or sell any securities. It is not
intended for distribution or use by any individual or entity in any jurisdiction or country, where
such distribution or use is in conflict with local laws or regulations. Notably, this document is
not intended for distribution in the United States of America (‘USA’) and among US citizens (‘US
residents’) in accordance with Regulation S of the US Securities Act of 1933 (‘securities act’),
with the exception of persons otherwise specified as “accredited investors” as specified by the
Rule 501(a) of the securities act or any other individual whose interests may fall under exemption
or safe haven provision.
This document or its content are not intended as any form of obligation by anyone to represent
anyone’s interests. This White Paper is relevant as of its publication date, but after this date there
are no guarantees or assurances of its relevance. Product Protocol OÜ or any of its authorized
representatives are not obligated to update this technical document in the future. Information
contained in this document may be changed or updated and changed at any time. Every backer
is obligated to acknowledge that he/she made the decision to support the company by own volition and has not based the decision on advice from Product Protocol OÜ or any individuals or
entities and other advisors with regard to legal, financial or fiscal risks and other considerations
related to supporting Product Protocol OÜ. Previous results are not a guarantee of future results.

INTERESTS HAVE NOT BEEN AND WILL NOT BE REGISTERED IN ACCORDANCE WITH
THE US SECURITIES ACT OF 1933 WITH REVISIONS (‘SECURITIES ACT’), ANY US STATE
SECURITIES LAW OR ANY OTHER JURISDICTION LAW, THEREFORE THEY CANNOT
BE SOLD, OFFERED OR TRANSFERRED IN ANY OTHER WAY, IF THEY ARE NOT REGISTERED OR ARE EXEMPTED FROM REGISTRATION. INTERESTS WILL BE OFFERED AND
SOLD UNDER EXEMPTION IN ACCORDANCE WITH SECTION 4(A)(2) OF THE SECURITIES ACT, PUBLISHED IN ACCORDANCE WITH IT AND OTHER SIMILAR EXEMPTIONS OF
NON-GOVERNMENTAL LAWS AND LAWS OF OTHER JURISDICTIONS WHERE THE OFFER IS ACCEPTED.
SECURITIES HAVE NOT BEEN REGISTERED WITH, APPROVED BY OR DISMISSED BY US
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION (‘SEC’) OR ANY OTHER GOVERNMENT AUTHORITY, REGULATION AUTHORITY OR NATIONAL STOCK EXCHANGE OF ANY COUNTRY OR JURISDICTION. NO AGENCY, AUTHORITY OR EXCHANGE HAVE CONFIRMED
THE ACCURACY OF THIS MEMORANDUM OR MERIT OF ANY INVESTMENT MADE IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE GOALS OF THIS DOCUMENT. ANY STATEMENT OTHERWISE IS
A CRIMINAL OFFENSE.
THE COMPANY IS NOT REGISTERED AS AN INVESTMENT COMPANY IN ACCORDANCE
WITH THE US INVESTMENT COMPANY ACT OF 1940 WITH REVISIONS (‘THE COMPANY
ACT’). THEREFORE THE COMPANY HAS NO OBLIGATION TO ADHERE TO THE LIMITATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE COMPANY ACT, AND INVESTORS WILL NOT BE PROVIDED PROTECTION IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE COMPANY
ACT.
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INTRODUCTION
“In my mind, we are at the beginning of ‘Tokenization of Everything”. Distributed ledger technology is capable of changing the financial market and positively influencing all sectors of economy. Never before seen crypto revolution is just the beginning of tokenization of everything.
Tokenized global economy has many advantages. A house, a car or act can be tokenized with
crypto-asset, global financial relationships can be established around any physical property” Jeremy Allaire, CEO of payment company Circle.
Over the last several years blockchain technologies have suddenly entered the lives of millions
of people. We hear about them on TV, discuss them with friends. The majority of people working
in the industry regard the nascent market as simply a speculative opportunity to buy and sell
coins and tokens. Only a small part of those confident in technology’s success really understand
the value of blockchain, but without any way to offer something to the consumer, the market is
ruled by money and desire to make a quick buck.
The thing is, in the real world fiat money is the king, there’s no way of denying this reality. Companies around the world integrate blockchain technology to automate their business processes
or create blockchain-based internet of things. But there is still no real breakthrough, because the
majority of these companies operate under the laws of the fiat world, where receiving funds from
banks, corporations and other credit organizations is still valued. There is a chasm separating
the blockchain world and real production, which has yet to be filled with added value that would
revolutionize the financing world. It’s also worth remembering that the majority of new technology integration comes from “the top”, where small and medium companies cannot afford the
purchase of new technologies. Right now they remain on the sidelines of the coming large-scale
developments.
But what if there was a way to fill up that chasm and allow entrepreneurs to attract funds into
their real sector business, using all the power of new technologies, a way to tokenize your business without the limitations of time zones, space and the greed of credit organizations?
The Product Protocol’s vision is to offer an open protocol to a wide audience of business owners.
It will allow to significantly shorten development time, reduce the risks and cut costs associated
with blockchain solution development, or take advantage of a ready-made platform for selling
goods and services. Companies that do not use blockchain can benefit from the decentralized
distributed ledger, raise funds and discover new markets, without creating specialized development departments, making costly integrations, without worrying about the volatility of the crypto market and avoiding 90% of problems related to issuing your own tokens.
Credit Suisse Research Institute estimates that the overall value of real assets in the world has
exceeded $280 trillion in 2017, $200 trillion of which is real estate. This statement does not include financial instruments of the enormous derivative market, the size of which is greater than
$1000 trillion.
The main problem of the real markets is the information asymmetry which leads to the lack of
trust among market participants. Low level of trust creates barriers and limitations which lead to
declining activity and reduction in market volume. The shortage of efficient solutions and trusted
asset management instruments, and also the rapidly growing digitalization of the market creates
demand for powerful solution development tools for asset tokenization.
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Real sector asset tokenization creates opportunities for entering new markets and exponential
growth, but existing market conditions prevents this from happening quickly and painlessly. 2017
experience demonstrated that companies with annual turnover of $500,000 - $5,000,000 are
not able to tokenize their assets on their own having no understanding of the architecture of
the crypto market and its players. Support and liquidity building for new tokens is a big problem.
The price of a mistake is too big. Also let’s not forget that market’s big profit expectations do
not correlate very well with the real world, where profitability is much lower in comparison with
cryptocurrency assets. These companies have nothing to offer to the market. While individually
these companies occupy niche areas in their own sectors, when united they can create a large
and rapidly developing market. According to the Eurostat statement for the 2017, small and medium-sized enterprises generate up to 50% of the EU trade. Small and medium businesses drive
the economic growth within European Union and create new jobs.
Today the implementation of blockchain technology is almost totally confined to cryptocurrencies and exchange token speculation, while the real economy sector is cut off from innovative
solutions because of their difficult development and integration into the well-established market participants relationship system.
From a legal standpoint a tokenization platform is a typical owners registry, with no fundamental
distinctions from a traditional centralized accounting system or paperwork. If a user has an account on one of these platforms with tokens on its balance, they can be able to prove ownership
of the corresponding assets.
A distinguishing feature of the tokenization platforms is the implementation of the mechanisms,
that provide verification of the transaction history. It also provides such data processing features
as accessibility, non-repudiation, reliability and authenticity. Tokenization platforms meet the
needs of the users, who operate on the “trust, but verify” basis.
Tokenization implies managing accounts via the cryptographic keys, which leads to direct account management instead of simple command execution.
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PRODUCT PROTOCOL MISSION
The Product Protocol mission to unite the worlds of real and digital assets with the world of
blockchain technology through real sector economy tokenization.
We will create a decentralized marketplace based on the Product Protocol, which will allow enterprises to solve relevant problems and benefit from the application of blockchain technology
today. Via creating value for business a process of financing innovative real asset tokenization
development will be launched. This will popularize blockchain solutions in the real economy
sector and will exponentially grow the demand from the real sector business for tokenization
and its different application scenarios.
Product Protocol includes the stages of verification, digitalization, comprehensive criteria-based
evaluation, asset status monitoring, asset ownership identification and asset tokenization. This
approach will ensure the formation of a digital ecosystem for the real sector participants, which
allows for trading tokenized assets.
ADVANTAGES AND BENEFITS TOKENIZATION
Tokenization is the process of transferring assets into the digital space. A token issued in conjunction with one or another asset becomes a new type of asset in the digital space.
Any asset class can be tokenized, liquid or otherwise: fiat money, securities, bonds, vehicles,
equipment, real estate, etc.
Illiquid asset ownership tokenization has the same economic effect as securitization. This means
that an illiquid asset transforms into a liquid one, which allows for raising funds on the open
market.
Tokenization creates additional advantages and benefits in regards to digitalization:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Decentralized asset information access separation system;
Asset liquidity increase;
Investment appeal increase;
Accounting system overall cost decrease;
Separate ownership for different kinds of rights to assets;
Simplicity of sale and purchase of assets;
Inalterability of asset and related market participants data;
Data encryption and unauthorized access protection;
A secure way to manage transaction history and administrative actions;
Flexible customization and automation of business logic via smart contracts.

Storage, management and exchange of tokenized assets are decentralized processes in the
blockchain network, making them available 24/7. Asset management systems built with the asset
tokenization technology provide exponential asset efficient use growth, reduction of decision
making time, risks and management expenses.
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Liquidity
Liquidity is a way to turn an asset into money by selling it quickly for its market price. Higher
liquidity make asset buying/selling easier. Many studies suggest that low liquidity sometimes
signifies asset undervaluation.
Higher liquidity reveals the value of an asset.
Selling an asset without certain characteristics in its description may be difficult, no matter its
apparent high liquidity. For instance, a new consumer product if fully liquid as an asset, put it on
an online store and it can be purchased by the end customer. But not all asset types, not even the
most elementary consumer products have inherently truthful characteristics and are accessible
for tokenization. The simplest example would be a used consumer product that at least requires
a description of changes in its basic characteristics, and then you still have to convince the buyer
that this description is true. Which means the consumer has to verify these characteristics before
deciding to purchase the product. This happens because this ‘asset’ was not initially digitized
and its sale mechanics get more complicated in comparison with a similar brand new product.
This problem has given rise to various niche technological services, which help raise liquidity of
products and increase trust between parties to the transaction. These services vary from simple
bulletin boards to complex online services with risk insurance. This make an asset ‘understandable’ to the market, which makes it much more liquid than it was initially.
This is an example of how digitalization of assets gives them liquidity.
Yet tokenization is different from digitalization, the latter simply generates a description of an
asset, its consumer characteristics, photos, etc. Tokenization on the other hand does all this as
well, but also adds a financial component - automatic smart contracts for transaction execution,
automatic transaction commands, asset evaluation formulas, automatic input data validation, etc.
One of the main incentives for tokenization is the presence of a theoretical deception in case
of traditional digitalization. A digitized product may contain false data in its digital description.
If we’re talking about the cash flow of an asset, it is often difficult for the asset owner to see the
actual state of it, even when there is no deliberate fraud in the payment chain. Product Protocol
is the proof of authenticity of an asset and its cash flow.
TRANSFORMABLE AREAS OF BUSINESSES
Customer Relations
Earning the trust of your clients have never been easy, especially in the world of real life business
relations without contracts. Companies require a way to receive complete trust of their clients
for their accounting system. The solution for this problem is a blockchain-based system, where
clients are able to prove (even in court) that certain things actually happened. How can someone
unequivocally prove that the end user license agreement has been read and the “ACCEPT” button has been pressed? These cases also require confirmation of:
•
•
•
•

Specific conditions has been accepted.
Account balance is the result of proper work.
There were no changes to the transaction history.
The total amount of traded assets is consistent with the amount issued.
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Issues related to regulators and investors
Considering the low level of trust from regulators and investors to the black-box technique accounting, all the processes, from decision making to reporting, must be transparent. Tokenization
allows to analyze data and create reports in real time. It also provides ways to quickly receive
system use statistics. Previously that would be impossible, since the access to this information
required administrator access rights, which companies could not provide due to security reasons.
The blockchain-based tokenization systems architecture allows the creation of data storage
nodes, which can only see and verify transactions, but are unable to change the data.
Partner and developer relations
Tokenization will result in a comprehensive ownership management platform. By looking at the
PSD2 directive, companies with experience can arrive at the idea of interoperability, which is
rapidly gaining momentum. In addition to making the work of IT departments much easier, it also
allows to work with partners much more closely (or through a consortium). In the past that would
have been a difficult task, since even the friendliest of organizations didn’t trust each other with
the managing of “black box” accounting. Blockchain allows for a general record of accounts and
events, where every partner is able to check and verify the data. This feature is especially useful
for consortiums, who work with certain assets (e.g. loyalty program for a network of shops). Ultimately, one can create an ecosystem that is independent from and not belonging to any of the
organizations. This solves the trust problem and strengthens cooperation.
Internal IT processes
One of the necessary key transformations is the replacement of the administrator-made database changes for a digital signature that verifies all actions (transactions). This entails the use
of cryptography for data protection on every step (even the changes in fee amounts must be
signed). This involves the use of digital identification and implementation of the Public Key Infrastructure. As a result we get non-repudiation and security of integration processes (which are
easily manipulated by hackers, concealing their actions). For this step a cryptographic mechanism
is required - hash functions and digital signatures are widely standardized and have been tested
throughout the years.
Efficient allocation of resources is the motto of the 21 century business. Nowadays, a large
amount of resources is lost due to the fact that all the clients are offered the same price, speed
and quality of services, while they are more than ready to pay more to satisfy their pressing needs
(e.g. paying to avoid waiting in line). Therefore, companies introduce flexible pricing policies
based on the auction model and secondary market transactions, which helps to efficiently determine the price. The fact that clients are able trade among themselves does not mean lost money
for the company - economy streamlining and charging a fee for the transactions can be a winning
strategy (already proven by Amazon and eBay). The “traditional” market is also being infiltrated
by fractional ownership and crowdfunding. For a very long time investment remained a privilege
of the wealthy, which lead to a large amount of one-off investments. Globalization contributes
to growing the demand for investments into various assets - from commercial real estate on a
different continent to art. This demand mainly comes from regular people, who are looking to
substitute for deposits (which often offer negative interest rates). Thanks to the digital nature of
things, tokenization allows to easily split the ownership of assets into shares. Creating crowdfunding campaigns also grants companies a new source for investments and cash.
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Real time accounting
Accounting has never been a pleasant thing for companies, who often have to halt their business
processes to conduct it. Quicker accounting will help companies that have nothing to hide reduce overhead and keep regulators away.
Guarantee of origin
During the age of paper-based accounting verifying the origin of products was almost impossible. Very few experts were able to verify the authenticity of documents and signatures. The dawn
of the digital age wasn’t any better, considering that digital data is that much easier to falsify.
Only by using cryptography and blockchain companies can ensure the credibility of transaction
history.
Fractional ownership
Fractional ownership allows to widen the client base and create new business models, while
keeping the asset data integrity in inherited systems. The issue of division of rights becomes
simple and efficient.
Smart contracts
Smart contracts are programmed logics stored on the blockchain platform, which directly determines the process of asset accounting. They can be utilized to boost business process automation via precondition, input and final statement security through cryptography and consensus.
Tokenization Problems
As we’ve established, tokenization affects key business processes, but isn’t enough to change
them in a single day. The main difficulties with tokenization are as follows: it requires digital
identification. Secure digital identification, which provides non-repudiation, is achieved through
the Public Key infrastructure. This means that every individual taking part in the business process
receives a couple of cryptographic keys and an app or a device to use them. The main problem
here is that people usually do not understand internet security. That is why it is necessary to use
certain devices and sometimes follow the strict security rules. Learning new systems can take
several months.
Digitization of all processes
To automate the right to ownership transactions many other processes have to be automated as
well. For instance, if the decisions to confirm transactions have to be approved manually, there
is little sense in speeding up other parts of a system. Therefore, many auxiliary processes, such
as AML, KYC, fraud prevention, reporting, have to be conducted digitally through the use of API.
Digital transformation of business requires concerted effort and often reveals weaknesses that
were convenient for someone within the company.
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PRODUCT PROTOCOL TOKENIZATION PRINCIPLES
Product Protocol team will present to the market a versatile token and tokenization standard,
based on the principles of decentralization and audit function separation, evaluation and monitoring, provision of real time verified asset and ownership information accessibility and transparency.
Digital Identity
Integral to the Product Protocol tokenization algorithm is the process of creating a digital copy
of an asset, tethered to the original real world asset via Open API and IoT (Internet of Things)
technologies. Digital description specification will ensure 100% digital identity of each asset
unit.
Atomicity
For each type market there is an atomic (basic) valuable final product, which is the primary target
of end consumers’ demand.
Consistency and Transparency
All information used during asset digitalization, tokenization and monitoring will be transferred
and stored using cryptography and blockchain technology. Users will get access to the real time
asset and ownership information monitoring system.
Separation and Decentralization of Functions
To eliminate the prerequisites for the emergence of conflict of interests and the possibility of
collusive behavior of the tokenization process participants, functions will be decentralized and
separated. Set PPO token escrow for every type of the tokenization process participant will be
the main measure of fraud protection.
BENEFITS OF USING PRODUCT PROTOCOL
Asset digitalization is the process of transferring assets and transactions into digital space.
Private Asset Management | Individuals
Private asset tokenization will significantly increase their liquidity and provide the opportunity
to reap additional benefits from low-liquid assets (cars - carsharing, apartments and cottages
- Airbnb-like rent), meanwhile transaction safety will be ensured by the decentralized escrow smart contracts.
Debt and Obligation Management | Banks, Individuals, Companies
With the help Product Protocol based service, individuals, entrepreneurs and companies will
get the opportunity to place, sell, buy and conduct ownership and obligation (including debts)
netting. All the information on creation, structuring, regulatory compliance confirmation, performance data and all other data is homogenized and stored in chronological order in a set of
events. This will change the debt market, making it more open and accessible to a large number
of new players, while also simplifying relations between creditors and debtors.
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Raising Finance | Micro-, Small and Medium Businesses
Low-liquid asset tokenization provides the same economic effect as securitization. Low-liquid
asset transforms into a highly liquid one, which provides the opportunity to raise finance on the
capital market. Micro-, small and medium enterprises will get access to debt financing under favorable terms and without intermediaries.
Risk Management | Banks, Leasing and Insurance Companies
Tokenized assets will become the foundation of a new risk evaluation and management system.
High degree of accuracy and consistency of information about the real asset status will form the
basis of new fintech products and services for banks, leasing and insurance companies.
Toxic Asset Management | Banks, MFIs and Insurance Companies
Toxic asset tokenization will provide new mechanisms for market participants interaction. Finding a buyer for toxic assets will take less time, information comprehensiveness and its simple
authentication will significantly raise the price.
Asset and Cost-Effectiveness Management | Corporations
Companies that own large asset portfolios will get new efficient instruments for their management. Tokenized assets management systems will significantly lower operation costs and expenses for actualization and verification of the asset portfolio real status and economic performance. These new management instruments will lower the risk of “financial bubble” formation,
which is when low-liquid assets in a portfolio are masked behind much more liquid ones.
Open Protocol Tokenization Framework | Integrators and Developers
Open source protocol, confirmation methods, asset ownership recording via non-fungible tokens. Efficient decentralized DApp creation instruments, which provide simple authentication of
information about real physical and digital asset (real estate, cars, equipment, securities, currencies, etc.) and their ownership.
PRODUCT PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION
Product Protocol is an open source protocol for asset confirmation, record and management.
The Product Protocol team will provide application developers with a safe and versatile blockchain platform, powerful tools and community uniting rules and regulations for creating new
applications and services.
Product Protocol is an open, versatile, verifiable decentralized application standard for relevant
asset data exchange.
The protocol is focused on maintaining privacy via implementation of the most sophisticated cryptographic methods. Product Protocol allows user to focus on the application level and
quickly create applications for real asset tokenization and their management.
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To reduce the risk of fraud and conspiracy various (often independent) entities have to take action. Therefore, there are several roles tokenization platform has to play. Most important of these
are:
Validator
The validator maintains the normal functioning of the system in accordance to the token accounting protocol. The role of the validator can be fulfilled by a single person as well as an entire
organization. Generally, auditors, regulators and partners of the tokenization platform owner can
act as validators (i.e. members of a consortium who carry out certain business functions).
Auditor
An auditor is an assigned party with the right to verify transactions and take measures in case
suspicious activity is discovered. Auditors keep the records of all transactions and are required
to prove the legitimacy of their actions.
Custodian
Custodians keeps the physical copies of tokenized assets (if they exist). Their lore is vital because the IT platform itself is not able to prevent theft.
Issuer
The role of an issuer is to issue tokens based on the information provided by the custodian.
The issuing of tokens can be both centralized (the responsible party establishes the necessary
amount of tokens) and decentralized (a number of validators reaches a consensus on the emission).
Administrator
Administrators make decisions concerning the updates and the configuration of the platform,
and set the business rules.
Corporate user
A company can be a client of the tokenization platform owner and issue their asset tokens via the
platform. This creates a second level of the hierarchy.
Corporate user
Clients that store the tokenized ownership on their crypto wallets.
To provide the maximum level of security, tokenized assets (digital ownership) must be settled in
an appropriate manner. This is what a life cycle of a token looks like:
Creation - setting the options
Initial emission - access to the issuance of a fixed amount of tokens (carried out on a secure offline device) for the automated module or administrator.
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Emission and distribution - after confirmation by the main accounting system, tokens are transferred to the regular accounts.
Transactions and exchange.
Control and reporting.
Buyout - exchanging tokens for a product or a service, while notifying the main asset accounting
system.
The basis of Product Protocol consists of a set of services, which consistently provide implementation of Product Protocol tokenization principles:
• Asset Owner - End Client
Tokenized asset owner fulfills several different roles. The owner is also a storefront which end
client can utilize to purchase products. End client if necessary can exchange tokenized asset
ticker for the physical asset under this asset’s tokenization conditions.
Financial asset owners can be banks or any other internet platform, ecommerce, exchange, brokerage, insurance company, etc.
• Product Scoring Service is a service of tokenized asset scoring and evaluation, necessary for
gathering and verification of initial asset data before tokenization.
• DAsset System is a decentralized physical and digital asset data authentication system with
subsequent cryptographically protected digital container generation. It is possible to connect
the asset to the digital container and vice versa.
• DAsset is a decentralized digital container (metadata package), which contains all important
asset data in chronological order.
• Product Asset (Virtual Token) is an asset verification token. It contains public indices of the
assets and public key infrastructure ownership hierarchy.
Product Protocol is a structure of logic level agreements, which establish data exchange between
various internal and external off-chain and on-chain services.
Product Protocol includes two successive key algorithms for ensuring data authenticity.
Proof of Asset Asset Algorithm is an asset confirmation algorithm. It provides confirmation of
asset’s digital identity and data authenticity in real time. It also establishes collection, verification, analysis, structuring, encryption and distribution of asset data with subsequent issuance of
Virtual Token. Additionally Virtual Atom Tokens are issued to confirm atomic assets (indivisible
minimal assets, square meters for instance).
Virtual Token contains public data about the relevant condition of asset indices, which are transferred in real time from the Virtual Token asset DAsset digital container, where they are formed
based on the data received from the asset via asset monitoring systems.
Virtual Token contains the following indices:
- [Actuality] - asset data relevancy;
- [Liquidity] - asset liquidity;
- [Condition] - asset technical condition;
- [Risk] - asset risk level;
- [Efficiency] - asset economic efficiency rate.
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PRODUCT PLATFORM DESCRIPTION
Product Protocol Platform provides individuals and companies with the ability to satisfy a vitally
important need - to earn money.
Product Protocol Platform includes the following base components:
Decentralization
Product Protocol utilizes blockchain to provide the maximum degree of decentralization. By saving hashed data via blockchain, individuals, companies and government institutions can store
their decentralized record of asset proof. At the same time all asset data, Virtual Token asset
token issuers and their owners can be easily authenticated.
Smart ID
User identification and authentication system that allows users to register their identity, send
and request credentials, conclude transactions and safely manage keys and personal details. PP
Smart ID identificators are identified as addresses registered in social networks. These addresses
are managed via private keys, which sign messages that can be sent anywhere. The identity is
furthermore expressed via a combination of public and private data. This simple model provides
compatibility with several networks and meets identity standards. Digital identity in digital economy is an optimal relationships with digital personas of individuals and entities, which must be
connected to the unambiguously identified subjects of physical and digitals worlds. Identity is
characterized by a set of attributes that allows the subject to be identificated with the necessary credibility. Solutions and relationships related to this are: state-person, identity confirming
smart cards, identity confirming digital documents, passports and portable NFC supporting devices, digitally stored biometrics. All these are used by governments around the world to modernize outdated identification systems such as various paper documents. PP Smart Id identifier
will serve as the basis of providing access to PP Platform services.
DAsset & Virtual Token
This asset confirmation token serves as Rendezvous Point and contains asset ‘digital container’
data - DAsset (Encrypted and verifiable asset metadata package), basic (public) asset indices, list
of entities related to the digital asset, links to information objects branches, URLs for public
access to DAsset asset ‘digital container’, IDs for private access, public key infrastructure ownership hierarchy (PKI equivalent for asset data and activity access). Access to the data is provided
only after user authentication, which is conducted via a protocol using the hierarchical public
key infrastructure and certificates stored in the Virtual Token contract (PKI equivalent) based on
certified electronic signatures DSA/ECDSA. Information about the asset, ownership rights and
owners is protected via cryptographic methods and is accessible to the degree defined by the
smart contract.
Decentralized Product Exchange (DPE)
DPE is one of the key supporting services of the Product Protocol system. It constitutes a collection of smart contracts, which allow to carry out exchange between several types of tokens in
the form of atomic operations. To make DPE updateable, smart contracts exchange data via proxy
smart contracts. This way it is possible to update the main DPE smart contracts without altering
the data.
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Proxy is a smart contract that grants or denies access to some of the key functions and is controlled by a multisig wallet or DAO.
Decentralized Marketplace
Decentralized Marketplace provides data about the asset from the DAsset digital container to
various services. Asset data is protected via cryptographic methods and is accessible to the degree defined by the smart contract.
Utilizing blockchain in trade will quickly decrease the number of intermediaries on the market
and increase the balance of trade participant awareness. Blockchain’s transparency and inalterability will provide conditions for the development of a transparent and competitive market.
Information asymmetry decrease will foster trust and as a result market volume growth.
Token-Curated Registries
Token-curated registries (TCR) are cryptosystems, which are increasingly utilized to solve various problems.
Product Protocol Platform tokenized asset list creation will be based on the principles of TCR.
The result of TCR output is a list. People have a craving for list making, and we see them everywhere: shopping lists, ‘good’ colleges lists, most wanted criminal lists. Some lists can be classified as black or white. In any case the contents of the lists meet some kind of criteria (groceries
to buy; colleges with graduates that manage to repay student loans in less than 10 years; people
with more than $100,000 bounties placed on their heads by the FBI).
Useful lists are curated. Shopping list is usually made by a single person, while a list of the best
colleges would most likely be created by a committee. If just about anyone could add to the best
college list, soon enough it would become useless, what dean wouldn’t want to see his own
place there.
To assign curation rights TCRs use intrinsic tokens proportional to the relative token weight of
entities holding the token. If there are companies that want to be added to the list, it will generate a market, where material interests of reasonable token holders will result in creation of
a quality list. TCR are lists with decentralized management, they financially incentivise token
holders to carefully form lists.
TCR Incentive System
Token holders are what drives the cryptoeconomic game, which controls TCR. For the registry
to work, the applicants must make deposits within the registry’s instrincis tokens, and only then
their applications for list inclusion will be reviewed. If the applicant is ‘good’, than he is added to
the list, his deposit is retained. If a participant decides to be removed from the list, he can withdraw his deposit. If the applicant is ‘bad’, token holders challenge his application, and after if it is
rejected, the deposit will be confiscated and divided up as a reward between token holders who
participated in the challenge process. Applicants will not apply for the list without meeting its
conditions, because it will lead to financial losses for them. A college that barely offers anything
useful and demands $50,000 per year is not likely to make it into the registry of colleges with
graduates that manage to repay student loans in less than 10 years, there’s just no point. Thanks
to applicants like these, token holders will be able to increase their savings. Most likely this kind
of application will be contested, yet there will be a non-zero possibility of it being accepted.
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Voting
TCR voting must be token-weighted and follow the pattern of commit-reveal. There are no other
voting requirements, what matters is that the mechanism is effective in terms of token liquidity.
Token-weightedness is important to give those with the most at stake the most say in the registry’s curation, as these token holders are most incentivized to exercise the greatest diligence.
Commit-reveal is important so as not to let the voting process itself influence voters to vote in
any other way than that which they feel will be most productive for the registry’s curation. Token liquidity should be maximized to the extent possible so as to encourage participation in the
voting process.
PLCR-voting (Partial_Lock_Commit_Reveal_Voting) is presently the most efficient known token
voting mechanism for token-curated registries.
Product Protocol Agreement (PPA)
In view of quickly evolving market conditions it is very important to swiftly respond to all changes and select the most efficient models of interaction between its participants. Product Protocol
Platform values its users and their trust, that is why Product Protocol Agreement will be one of
its distinctive features.
How does PPA work?
Platform user can purchase a share of a lot on the decentralized platform and receive a virtual
token for a certain volume of manufacturer’s product. Then the user can auction the lot on the
internal exchange or sell it on the market, but under exceptional circumstances the user can
transfer the token back to the platform via the Product Protocol Agreement program in which the
platform itself buys out tokens for a fixed price, thus ensuring platform user profitability.
Blockchain feature list.
Decentralized database storage with integrity checks and malicious interference detection. Every
user can easily check for any changes in the blockchain and verify that all the stored data is unchanged and has is in the state it was stored in.
Blockchain supports microtransactions and has its own mechanisms for saving them, optimized
by time and storage memory size.
User API that contains all the necessary logics for front-end use.
Users can encrypt their data and store it in the blockchain. There is no way to decrypt it without
the user’s private key.
Consensus is based on the hybrid of the BFT and DPOS algorithms.
Blockchain allows to process over 30.000 transactions per second through the network.
Web-wallet allows users to see their balance and transaction history, operate accounts and send
data to the blockchain.
Blockchain applications.
Database backup and system restoration. Prevents data loss and malicious changes.
Capabilities for user’s integrity checks.
Using operations with microtransactions.
User data storage in binary format in the blockchain database.
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Multi-token system with multi-signature data and transactions.
PRODUCT PROTOCOL ESCROW
One the most important problems Product Protocol has to solve is to guarantee authenticity,
credibility and relevance of asset data.
In the first stage any tokenized asset must be verified via a test with hundreds of various parameters to ensure that the asset is tokenizable.
In reality we see how many problems appear when the audit process is conducted by one or
several individuals, these kinds of systems destroy the very idea of decentralization. This is the
reason why Product Protocol Escrow will utilize a network of smart contracts for every role in
the system.
PP Escrow consists of a large number of DAO smart contracts, which provide security for all
types of transactions and guarantee protection of the right of all various PProtocol platforms
participants. Escrow DAO service is a set of smart contracts that simultaneously provide DAO
participants task allocation, contribute to payments distribution and guarantee mutual settlement security for all transaction parties. Alongside providing financial security, Escrow DAO
also provides protection from Sybil attacks (an attack wherein reputation system is subverted
by forging identities in peer-to-peer networks) with a PPO token based system of deposits. Each
individual Escrow DAO smart contract is a kind of hub connecting a large number of individual
users within one particular platform function. For example, Escrow DAO brings together lawyers
who conduct audits and support state property rights registration transactions, or Escrow DAO
for insurance agents. Each individual Escrow DAO has an Auditor function, which has the right
to contest the quality of work done by other platform users. Meanwhile the Auditor himself
does not under any conditions participate in the audit process, all the operators are selected
automatically, which excludes the possibility of collusion during the audit. This way Escrow NET
constitutes a kind of rights and obligations mediation system capable of providing a new legal
relations model for PP Protocol based platforms participants, on the basis of transaction inevitability principle.
PRODUCT SCORING SERVICE
For many asset markets a quality regular audit tends to be very expensive, which makes it inaccessible for small decentralized businesses and borrowers. That is why for many assets classes audits are conducted infrequently, if ever. As a result customers are unsure about the asset
quality on many markets. Customers are willing to high price for quality items, but since they
do not know whether the item is of high quality, they are not willing to pay a high price for it.
Consequently, more and more sellers leave the market, because they are unwilling to sell their
products at a low price. As a result information asymmetry causes many asset markets to shrink.
Product Scoring Service is a versatile solution for asset evaluation and audit, which provides
maximum objectivity and relevance of the result.
Asset evaluation is divided into several stages:
During the first stage an evaluation request is generated which is transferred to the PP Escrow
system. PP Escrow assigns the asset a Smart ID digital signature and transmits the command to
generate a digital container for scoring and further evaluation within PP Platform.
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After DAsset generation, PP Escrow launches the process of asset evaluation.
ARCHITECTURE
The Product Protocol project has been created for entrepreneurs and enterprises, who wish to
take advantage of tokenization and the blockchain technology. PP can also be utilized to build
the next generation of accounting systems: flexible, secure and legally adaptive.
Differences from other platforms
Role-based Access Control & Multi-signature
•
•
•
•

Network user access rights identification in accordance with the rules
Objective based approach to addressing critical user actions within the system
Signature rules determination to eliminate fraud risks
Use of multi-signatures for decentralized decision-making

Compliance Framework
• PPO Escrow
• Funds deposit, transfer and withdrawal limit management for rule compliance and system
security
• Objective-based approach for user role change
• GDPR compiles personal data autonomous storage and guarantees integrity
• Direct user-administrator communication for problem resolution
Funds Management Kit
• Secure stand-alone app for token distribution authorization;
• Crowdfunding module with price searching algorithms;
• Decentralized exchange;
Web Wallet
•
•
•
•

Fully functional open source web interface;
Secure key storage directly on device;
Easy to apply individual configurations;
SDK for proprietary platform creation;

External Integration System
• Operating sequence taking place in the system with a set of registry applicable changes;
• SDK, API
• External systems integration
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Architecture

The node is the key platform component. It processes transactions, manages history and provides a simple to use API for blockchain data access. It consists of two modules:
• PP Core - a replicated state machine, which supports a local copy of the cryptographic registry
and processes transactions on the consensus basis with a set of peers. It implements the consensus protocol and is responsible for token accounting and role management.
• Circle is the client API server. It functions as an interface between the Core and the applications, that wish to access the network. This allow to send transactions into the network, check
the status of the accounts and view the transaction history.
Identification Service (KYC Cloud)
Identity Service is a GDPR compatible module that stores the data, gathered during the KYC
procedure. To access this data user or admin has to provide a digital signature, that is compared
to the most recent registry status. This approach provides a high level of security. This module
also stores personal user keys that are encrypted client-side. This prevents undesired access to
system accounts, even when having the full access to the storage.
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Web interface provides a wide range of features, from encrypted key storage on the device to
token transfer, fund withdrawal and trading. It interacts with the system core directly through the
Circle module and sign all transactions and requests locally. This approach provides personal
key security for the users even in the event of an attack.
Additional modules
Additional modules connect blockchain to the real world. Various modules are responsible for
different processes: external integrations, payments systems, exchange, identity verification etc.
Modules are connected with the nodes through the API. This kind of accounting separation by
executable processes allows easily integrate them into existing or even outdated systems. Every
module can be configured, replaced and expanded in accordance with specific business demands.
PPM (Protocol Payment Module) is a set of modules that serve as a bridge between public cryptocurrency chains, banks, payment gateways and exchanges. They represent respective operations, such as deposition, withdrawal and changing the exchange rate in other systems.
PEI (external integration module) is a set of modules that connect PP to various external systems. They are responsible for a wide range of features, from transfer notification to user identity
verification.
Crowdinvesting campaign
Crowdinvesting campaigns can be created by any user with a suitable permission and must be
approved by an administrator (only the token issuer can put the token up for sale).
The campaign is implemented through smart contracts, which are executed directly on the blockchain. This provides the following benefits:
Investors’ money are frozen via the smart contract, which means that the campaign creator is
technically unable to steal them.
Investors can invest their money again into another sale or even just cancel their investments in
real time.
In the event where the token sale has not reached its soft cap (the minimum amount of funds
needed for the development of a project), the campaign is considered unsuccessful and all the
funds are returned to the investors.
If the token sale is successful (soft cap and end time or hard cap) the required amount of tokens
is distributed among investors automatically.
Campaign start requirements for users
To start your own crowdinvesting campaign a user has to:
Obtain permission
Submit a request for a crowdinvesting campaign
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Undergo the scoring process on the platform
Fees
The Product Protocol Platform is equipped with a flexible and multifunctional set of fee managing tools, which allows to set the rules for charging fees, choosing and combining the following
parameters and modes:
Account (a type of an account, any specific account, a group of accounts or all of them);
Asset (it’s related to any asset on the platform, whether it was issued by a user or an administrator);
Operation Type (withdrawal, investment, issuance, payment (incoming, outgoing) and order
match).
You can also choose if the fee is fixed or interest-bearing, and set the range of the various charging scenarios.
SCALING STRATEGY
In the course of Product Protocol platforms and solutions development great emphasis will be
placed on the popularization of practical application and utilization of protocol components
for solving practical business and administrative tasks in various sectors of economy around the
world.
During the pilot projects implementation stage the efforts of the Product Protocol team will be
concentrated on providing user-friendly integration and application of the solutions. Business
consulting and educational programs will be based on the creation and building of relationships
with real sector startups and business community. We will create a specialized business development department, which will form a community of developers, integrators and real business
representatives, while helping them solve problems related to blockchain technology integration and protocol based solution development.
Already at the MVP stage one of the priorities for the Product Protocol team will be engaging
new real sector projects and tokenization of their assets.
LEGAL ASPECTS OF TOKENIZATION
As soon as tokenization platforms will be considered a primary source of ownership informations, owning an asset backed token becomes equivalent to owning the asset itself - a token’s
change of ownership is equal to the asset changing ownership. Nevertheless, due to the fact that
some physical assets have to be stored somewhere, digital ownership is established by a trustee
(or several). In a situation like this the owner of the token places his confidence in the trustee,
who is responsible for backing these tokens with their respective assets. The owner of the token
has to also trust the issuer, who is responsible for keeping the number of tokens consistent with
the physical assets of the trustee. With regard to real estate or intangible assets, the record of
property registration is equivalent to asset ownership (e.g. a plot of land, securities or intellectual property).
Is your business ready for tokenization?
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Key questions:
Is digitization part of your company strategy? Do you keep a record of your clients’ assets? Are
these assets interchangeable?
If you answered “yes” to all these questions, then tokenization is definitely for you. these additional questions will help you determine how important is tokenization for your business:
Can you divide your assets?
Can your clients profit by exchanging their assets?
Does it make sense to simplify the exchange between users and start charging fees?
Would global accounting of authenticity and asset ownership benefit your industry?
Would your clients benefit from information about the guaranteed source of their assets?
Do you need provide detailed transaction reports to regulators?
Will an error (or inability to provide accurate data) in your system lead to major penalties and
reputation loss?
How significantly will your market grow, once all other companies in your industry adopt general
standards for asset management?
Do you bear any legal risk for property record-keeping?
Does it make sense to build an ecosystem, where clients “pay” with their assets?
Does it make sense for you clients to put their assets in escrow or loan them?
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